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I would like to take a moment, in a way that I hope will
demonstrate my appreciation for the work of the participants at
this conference, to offer some reflections on the issues that have
been raised here. Both in the preparation of their presentations
and through their everyday work in their respective domains—
which range from public education and administration to
educator preparation and representation to standard setting and
assessment administration—these participants have demon-
strated their commitment to furthering education reform in this
country. To listen to accounts of struggles and victories from all
of these sides gives us a unique perspective.  I think what we are
realizing here is how helpful it can be to collaborate across fields,
to share success stories and strategies for reform, and certainly to
communicate goals and expectations for all players involved in
this movement to provide all of our children with the best
possible education.

It seems to me that the essential message in this year’s presenta-
tions is “Bring everyone to the table.” Sometimes this means
starting with those who traditionally have not had a voice—the
underrepresented, the underprivileged. We’ve heard today how
children who have been underestimated or overlooked because
of test scores or other labels can rise to the challenge of high
standards when we commit to provide them with energetic,
well-prepared teachers and the instructional resources they
require. When I think of the difficult mission these teachers face,
it reminds me of the Apollo 13 mission, and the quote from one
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of the NASA commanders that “failure is not an option.” That is
surely the case here as well, and stakeholders are rising to meet
the challenge. In some states, this commitment has been
supported through legislation that calls for standards not only in
terms of student performance and teacher competence, but also
in terms of the adequacy of resources available. In other states,
the courts have become involved in the process of ensuring
equity in the areas of funding and resource distribution.
Individual campuses and school districts can also benefit from
new analyses of NAEP data and ongoing reform efforts that
suggest there are specific ways they can spend available funds to
provide support to the students who need it the most. The
implementation and ultimate success of any of these measures
will depend on communication among judicial and legislative
leaders as well as state education departments and local govern-
ment and community representatives.

Many states have also focused on educator standards and
assessment as a means to guarantee all students the best possible
teaching. This is obviously a strategy that can have very positive
results—if we use these measures to communicate respect for the
profession and the skills teachers bring to their job. Again, this
requires a healthy dialogue between many parties in the worlds
of public education, higher education, teachers’ unions, and
departments of education, as well as the public. Whether we are
involved in raising standards for admission to or graduation
from educator preparation institutions or in setting high
standards for student performance, we must understand that
good teachers are a resource we cannot afford to alienate. We
must communicate goals as an educational community and
include teachers in our educational mission. Something Henry
Kissinger has said about negotiating at the international level
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also applies here: “It is key to have this one thing in mind. . . .
absent shared values you never get agreement.”

A third focal point in implementing reforms in public education
has been the organization of the school itself. We have heard
today from school systems that have done a remarkable job at
reversing downward trends by adopting business models of
administration. These models stress creating a vision and
articulating this vision throughout the organization, compelling
staff to work together to raise the quality of education in their
school, and holding all participants in the learning process
accountable. A key component of these programs is aligning
curricular goals with this mission and then providing the
necessary support and remediation for both schools on probation
and at-risk students. So the business world is another actor we
can involve in the process of raising the quality of public
education and ensuring all children have the opportunity to
succeed.

And lastly, I think we all enjoyed a humorous look at how even a
simple matter such as jargon can raise temperatures in a high-
stakes environment. The message that we need to bring people
into the fold, and into an understanding of what the issues in
assessment are, is an important one. I hope the information
presented today will combat misconceptions and offer the
education world tools to effect positive change in our schools
and in the minds of learners. It all comes down to respect for the
human dignity of our children.

And with that I want to thank again all the presenters here, the
speakers who inspire me. You not only informed but inspired. So
I thank you.




